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Some typical Reynolds numbers

Boulder Summer School 2011: Introduction to Low Reynolds Number Locomotion
(Notes from Peko Hosoi’s Lecture)

0.1 Reynolds Numbers in Biology

The Reynolds number is dimensionless group that characterizes the ratio of inertial to viscous
forces. It is defined as

Re =
⇥UL

µ
=

UL

�

where ⇥ is the density of the medium the organism is moving through; µ is the dynamic viscosity
of the medium; � is the kinematic viscosity; U is a characteristic velocity of the organism; and L
is a characteristic length scale. When we discuss swimming biological organisms, we are usually
referring to creatures that are moving through water (or through a fluid with material properties
very close to those of water). This means that the material properties µ and ⇥ are fixed1 and the
Reynolds number is roughly determined by the size of the organism.

In general, the characteristic size of the organism and the characteristic swimming velocity are
related. As a rule-of-thumb, the characteristic locomotion velocity, U , in biological organisms is
related to L by U � L/second e.g. for people L � 1 m and we move at U � 1 m/s; bugs are about
L � 1 mm, and they move at about U � 1 mm/s; for microorganisms L � 100 µm and U � 100
µm/s. Obviously this is a very very very very rough estimate and one does not have to think very
hard to come up with exceptions (as is always the case in biology!). However, it serves as a good
starting point to estimate the Reynolds numbers for various biological organisms as illustrated in
the sketch in Figure ??. Note that even for organisms as small as ants, the Reynolds number is
still on the order of 1 (which is not very low). In this lecture we will focus on Re ⇥ 1 which is
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Figure 1: Typical Reynolds numbers for various biological organisms. Reynolds numbers are esti-
mated using the length scales indicated, the “rule-of-thumb” in the text, and material properties
of water.

relevant for single-cell organisms and bacteria.
1For water, � � 10�2cm2/s and ⇥ � 1 g/cm3.
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High-Re vs Low-Re
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VERY High-Re
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Low-Re (laminar) flow
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Swimming bacteria

20 nm

Berg (1999) Physics Today

source: wiki

movie:  V. Kantsler

Chen et al (2011) EMBO Journal
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E.coli  (non-tumbling HCB 437)

Drescher, Dunkel, Ganguly, Cisneros, Goldstein (2011) PNAS
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Fig. 1. Average flow field created by a single freely-swimming bacterium. (A) Experimentally measured flow field far from a surface. Stream lines indicate local direction of
flow. (B) Best fit force-dipole model, and (C) residual flow field, obtained by subtracting the best-fit dipole from the experimentally measured field. The presence of the flagella
induces a anterior-posterior asymmetry. (D) Radial decay of the flow field. At distances r < 6 µm the dipole model overestimates the bacterial flow field. (E) Experimentally
measured flow field for a bacterium near to the surface swimming at distance 2 µm parallel to the wall. (F) Best fit force-dipole model, and (G) residual flow field. Note the
existence of closed stream lines due to the presence of the wall. (H) The flow field of an E. coli “pusher” decays much faster, when a bacterium swims close to the surface,
since it is partially cancelled by the flow field of its “puller” image.

Results
Bacterial flow field far from surfaces.To resolve the minis-
cule flow field created by individual bacteria, we tracked gfp-
labeled, non-tumbling E. coli as they swam through a suspen-
sion of fluorescent tracer particles. For measurements far from
walls, we focused on a plane 50 µm from the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample chamber, and recorded !2 terabytes of
movie data. In this data we identified !104 rare events when
cells swam in the focal plane for > 1.5 s. By tracking the
fluid tracers in each of the rare events, relating their position
and velocity to the position and orientation of the bacterium,
and performing an ensemble average over all tracers, we re-
solved the time-averaged flow field in the E. coli swimming
plane down to 0.1% of the mean swimming speed V0 = 22± 5
µm/s. As E. coli rotate about their swimming direction, their
time-averaged flow field in three dimensions is cylindrically
symmetric. Our measurements capture all components of this
cylindrically symmetric flow, except the azimuthal flow due to
the rotation of the cell about its body axis. The topology of
the measured flow field (Fig. 1A) is the same as that of a
force dipole flow (Fig. 1B), defined by

u(r) =
A
|r|2
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where F is the dipole force, ! the distance separating the force
pair, # the viscosity of the fluid, d̂ the unit orientation vector
(swimming direction) of the bacterium, and r the distance
vector relative to the center of the dipole. Yet there are some
di!erences close to the cell body as shown by the residual of

the measured and best-fit force dipole field (Fig. 1C). The
decays of the flow speed u with distance r from the center
of the cell body (Fig. 1D) illustrate that the measured flow
field displays the characteristic 1/r2 decay of a force dipole.
However, the force dipole flow significantly overestimates the
measured flow to the side of the cell body, and behind the
cell body, where the flow magnitude u(r) is nearly constant
for the length of the flagellar bundle. The force dipole fit was
achieved by fitting two opposite force monopoles (Stokeslets)
at variable locations along the swimming direction to the far
field (r > 8 µm). From the best fit, which is insensitive to
the specific fitting routines and fitting regions, we obtain the
dipole length ! = 1.9 µm and dipole force F = 0.42 pN. This
value of F is consistent with optical trap measurements [45]
and resistive force theory calculations [46]. It is interesting to
note that in the best fit, the cell drag Stokeslet is located 0.1
µm behind the center of the cell body, possibly reflecting the
fluid drag on the flagellar bundle.

Bacterial flow field near a surface. Having found that a force
dipole flow describes the measured flow around a bacterium
with good accuracy far from walls, we investigated whether
this approximation is also valid for bacteria that swim close to
a wall. Focusing 2 µm below the top of the sample chamber,
and applying the same measurement technique than before,
resulted in a slightly di!erent flow field (Fig. 1E). Although
the flow field structure is similar to the case of a bacterium far
from surfaces, the field decays much faster due to the proxim-
ity of a no-slip surface (Fig. 1H). In addition, the inward and
outward streamlines are now joined (Fig. 1E). However, both
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Fig. 1. Average flow field created by a single freely-swimming bacterium. (A) Experimentally measured flow field far from a surface. Stream lines indicate local direction of
flow. (B) Best fit force-dipole model, and (C) residual flow field, obtained by subtracting the best-fit dipole from the experimentally measured field. The presence of the flagella
induces a anterior-posterior asymmetry. (D) Radial decay of the flow field. At distances r < 6 µm the dipole model overestimates the bacterial flow field. (E) Experimentally
measured flow field for a bacterium near to the surface swimming at distance 2 µm parallel to the wall. (F) Best fit force-dipole model, and (G) residual flow field. Note the
existence of closed stream lines due to the presence of the wall. (H) The flow field of an E. coli “pusher” decays much faster, when a bacterium swims close to the surface,
since it is partially cancelled by the flow field of its “puller” image.

Results
Bacterial flow field far from surfaces.To resolve the minis-
cule flow field created by individual bacteria, we tracked gfp-
labeled, non-tumbling E. coli as they swam through a suspen-
sion of fluorescent tracer particles. For measurements far from
walls, we focused on a plane 50 µm from the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample chamber, and recorded !2 terabytes of
movie data. In this data we identified !104 rare events when
cells swam in the focal plane for > 1.5 s. By tracking the
fluid tracers in each of the rare events, relating their position
and velocity to the position and orientation of the bacterium,
and performing an ensemble average over all tracers, we re-
solved the time-averaged flow field in the E. coli swimming
plane down to 0.1% of the mean swimming speed V0 = 22± 5
µm/s. As E. coli rotate about their swimming direction, their
time-averaged flow field in three dimensions is cylindrically
symmetric. Our measurements capture all components of this
cylindrically symmetric flow, except the azimuthal flow due to
the rotation of the cell about its body axis. The topology of
the measured flow field (Fig. 1A) is the same as that of a
force dipole flow (Fig. 1B), defined by
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where F is the dipole force, ! the distance separating the force
pair, # the viscosity of the fluid, d̂ the unit orientation vector
(swimming direction) of the bacterium, and r the distance
vector relative to the center of the dipole. Yet there are some
di!erences close to the cell body as shown by the residual of

the measured and best-fit force dipole field (Fig. 1C). The
decays of the flow speed u with distance r from the center
of the cell body (Fig. 1D) illustrate that the measured flow
field displays the characteristic 1/r2 decay of a force dipole.
However, the force dipole flow significantly overestimates the
measured flow to the side of the cell body, and behind the
cell body, where the flow magnitude u(r) is nearly constant
for the length of the flagellar bundle. The force dipole fit was
achieved by fitting two opposite force monopoles (Stokeslets)
at variable locations along the swimming direction to the far
field (r > 8 µm). From the best fit, which is insensitive to
the specific fitting routines and fitting regions, we obtain the
dipole length ! = 1.9 µm and dipole force F = 0.42 pN. This
value of F is consistent with optical trap measurements [45]
and resistive force theory calculations [46]. It is interesting to
note that in the best fit, the cell drag Stokeslet is located 0.1
µm behind the center of the cell body, possibly reflecting the
fluid drag on the flagellar bundle.

Bacterial flow field near a surface. Having found that a force
dipole flow describes the measured flow around a bacterium
with good accuracy far from walls, we investigated whether
this approximation is also valid for bacteria that swim close to
a wall. Focusing 2 µm below the top of the sample chamber,
and applying the same measurement technique than before,
resulted in a slightly di!erent flow field (Fig. 1E). Although
the flow field structure is similar to the case of a bacterium far
from surfaces, the field decays much faster due to the proxim-
ity of a no-slip surface (Fig. 1H). In addition, the inward and
outward streamlines are now joined (Fig. 1E). However, both
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Fig. 1. Average flow field created by a single freely-swimming bacterium. (A) Experimentally measured flow field far from a surface. Stream lines indicate local direction of
flow. (B) Best fit force-dipole model, and (C) residual flow field, obtained by subtracting the best-fit dipole from the experimentally measured field. The presence of the flagella
induces a anterior-posterior asymmetry. (D) Radial decay of the flow field. At distances r < 6 µm the dipole model overestimates the bacterial flow field. (E) Experimentally
measured flow field for a bacterium near to the surface swimming at distance 2 µm parallel to the wall. (F) Best fit force-dipole model, and (G) residual flow field. Note the
existence of closed stream lines due to the presence of the wall. (H) The flow field of an E. coli “pusher” decays much faster, when a bacterium swims close to the surface,
since it is partially cancelled by the flow field of its “puller” image.

Results
Bacterial flow field far from surfaces.To resolve the minis-
cule flow field created by individual bacteria, we tracked gfp-
labeled, non-tumbling E. coli as they swam through a suspen-
sion of fluorescent tracer particles. For measurements far from
walls, we focused on a plane 50 µm from the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample chamber, and recorded !2 terabytes of
movie data. In this data we identified !104 rare events when
cells swam in the focal plane for > 1.5 s. By tracking the
fluid tracers in each of the rare events, relating their position
and velocity to the position and orientation of the bacterium,
and performing an ensemble average over all tracers, we re-
solved the time-averaged flow field in the E. coli swimming
plane down to 0.1% of the mean swimming speed V0 = 22± 5
µm/s. As E. coli rotate about their swimming direction, their
time-averaged flow field in three dimensions is cylindrically
symmetric. Our measurements capture all components of this
cylindrically symmetric flow, except the azimuthal flow due to
the rotation of the cell about its body axis. The topology of
the measured flow field (Fig. 1A) is the same as that of a
force dipole flow (Fig. 1B), defined by
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where F is the dipole force, ! the distance separating the force
pair, # the viscosity of the fluid, d̂ the unit orientation vector
(swimming direction) of the bacterium, and r the distance
vector relative to the center of the dipole. Yet there are some
di!erences close to the cell body as shown by the residual of

the measured and best-fit force dipole field (Fig. 1C). The
decays of the flow speed u with distance r from the center
of the cell body (Fig. 1D) illustrate that the measured flow
field displays the characteristic 1/r2 decay of a force dipole.
However, the force dipole flow significantly overestimates the
measured flow to the side of the cell body, and behind the
cell body, where the flow magnitude u(r) is nearly constant
for the length of the flagellar bundle. The force dipole fit was
achieved by fitting two opposite force monopoles (Stokeslets)
at variable locations along the swimming direction to the far
field (r > 8 µm). From the best fit, which is insensitive to
the specific fitting routines and fitting regions, we obtain the
dipole length ! = 1.9 µm and dipole force F = 0.42 pN. This
value of F is consistent with optical trap measurements [45]
and resistive force theory calculations [46]. It is interesting to
note that in the best fit, the cell drag Stokeslet is located 0.1
µm behind the center of the cell body, possibly reflecting the
fluid drag on the flagellar bundle.

Bacterial flow field near a surface. Having found that a force
dipole flow describes the measured flow around a bacterium
with good accuracy far from walls, we investigated whether
this approximation is also valid for bacteria that swim close to
a wall. Focusing 2 µm below the top of the sample chamber,
and applying the same measurement technique than before,
resulted in a slightly di!erent flow field (Fig. 1E). Although
the flow field structure is similar to the case of a bacterium far
from surfaces, the field decays much faster due to the proxim-
ity of a no-slip surface (Fig. 1H). In addition, the inward and
outward streamlines are now joined (Fig. 1E). However, both
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Fig. 1. Average flow field created by a single freely-swimming bacterium. (A) Experimentally measured flow field far from a surface. Stream lines indicate local direction of
flow. (B) Best fit force-dipole model, and (C) residual flow field, obtained by subtracting the best-fit dipole from the experimentally measured field. The presence of the flagella
induces a anterior-posterior asymmetry. (D) Radial decay of the flow field. At distances r < 6 µm the dipole model overestimates the bacterial flow field. (E) Experimentally
measured flow field for a bacterium near to the surface swimming at distance 2 µm parallel to the wall. (F) Best fit force-dipole model, and (G) residual flow field. Note the
existence of closed stream lines due to the presence of the wall. (H) The flow field of an E. coli “pusher” decays much faster, when a bacterium swims close to the surface,
since it is partially cancelled by the flow field of its “puller” image.

Results
Bacterial flow field far from surfaces.To resolve the minis-
cule flow field created by individual bacteria, we tracked gfp-
labeled, non-tumbling E. coli as they swam through a suspen-
sion of fluorescent tracer particles. For measurements far from
walls, we focused on a plane 50 µm from the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample chamber, and recorded !2 terabytes of
movie data. In this data we identified !104 rare events when
cells swam in the focal plane for > 1.5 s. By tracking the
fluid tracers in each of the rare events, relating their position
and velocity to the position and orientation of the bacterium,
and performing an ensemble average over all tracers, we re-
solved the time-averaged flow field in the E. coli swimming
plane down to 0.1% of the mean swimming speed V0 = 22± 5
µm/s. As E. coli rotate about their swimming direction, their
time-averaged flow field in three dimensions is cylindrically
symmetric. Our measurements capture all components of this
cylindrically symmetric flow, except the azimuthal flow due to
the rotation of the cell about its body axis. The topology of
the measured flow field (Fig. 1A) is the same as that of a
force dipole flow (Fig. 1B), defined by
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where F is the dipole force, ! the distance separating the force
pair, # the viscosity of the fluid, d̂ the unit orientation vector
(swimming direction) of the bacterium, and r the distance
vector relative to the center of the dipole. Yet there are some
di!erences close to the cell body as shown by the residual of

the measured and best-fit force dipole field (Fig. 1C). The
decays of the flow speed u with distance r from the center
of the cell body (Fig. 1D) illustrate that the measured flow
field displays the characteristic 1/r2 decay of a force dipole.
However, the force dipole flow significantly overestimates the
measured flow to the side of the cell body, and behind the
cell body, where the flow magnitude u(r) is nearly constant
for the length of the flagellar bundle. The force dipole fit was
achieved by fitting two opposite force monopoles (Stokeslets)
at variable locations along the swimming direction to the far
field (r > 8 µm). From the best fit, which is insensitive to
the specific fitting routines and fitting regions, we obtain the
dipole length ! = 1.9 µm and dipole force F = 0.42 pN. This
value of F is consistent with optical trap measurements [45]
and resistive force theory calculations [46]. It is interesting to
note that in the best fit, the cell drag Stokeslet is located 0.1
µm behind the center of the cell body, possibly reflecting the
fluid drag on the flagellar bundle.

Bacterial flow field near a surface. Having found that a force
dipole flow describes the measured flow around a bacterium
with good accuracy far from walls, we investigated whether
this approximation is also valid for bacteria that swim close to
a wall. Focusing 2 µm below the top of the sample chamber,
and applying the same measurement technique than before,
resulted in a slightly di!erent flow field (Fig. 1E). Although
the flow field structure is similar to the case of a bacterium far
from surfaces, the field decays much faster due to the proxim-
ity of a no-slip surface (Fig. 1H). In addition, the inward and
outward streamlines are now joined (Fig. 1E). However, both
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Fig. 1. Average flow field created by a single freely-swimming bacterium. (A) Experimentally measured flow field far from a surface. Stream lines indicate local direction of
flow. (B) Best fit force-dipole model, and (C) residual flow field, obtained by subtracting the best-fit dipole from the experimentally measured field. The presence of the flagella
induces a anterior-posterior asymmetry. (D) Radial decay of the flow field. At distances r < 6 µm the dipole model overestimates the bacterial flow field. (E) Experimentally
measured flow field for a bacterium near to the surface swimming at distance 2 µm parallel to the wall. (F) Best fit force-dipole model, and (G) residual flow field. Note the
existence of closed stream lines due to the presence of the wall. (H) The flow field of an E. coli “pusher” decays much faster, when a bacterium swims close to the surface,
since it is partially cancelled by the flow field of its “puller” image.

Results
Bacterial flow field far from surfaces.To resolve the minis-
cule flow field created by individual bacteria, we tracked gfp-
labeled, non-tumbling E. coli as they swam through a suspen-
sion of fluorescent tracer particles. For measurements far from
walls, we focused on a plane 50 µm from the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample chamber, and recorded !2 terabytes of
movie data. In this data we identified !104 rare events when
cells swam in the focal plane for > 1.5 s. By tracking the
fluid tracers in each of the rare events, relating their position
and velocity to the position and orientation of the bacterium,
and performing an ensemble average over all tracers, we re-
solved the time-averaged flow field in the E. coli swimming
plane down to 0.1% of the mean swimming speed V0 = 22± 5
µm/s. As E. coli rotate about their swimming direction, their
time-averaged flow field in three dimensions is cylindrically
symmetric. Our measurements capture all components of this
cylindrically symmetric flow, except the azimuthal flow due to
the rotation of the cell about its body axis. The topology of
the measured flow field (Fig. 1A) is the same as that of a
force dipole flow (Fig. 1B), defined by
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where F is the dipole force, ! the distance separating the force
pair, # the viscosity of the fluid, d̂ the unit orientation vector
(swimming direction) of the bacterium, and r the distance
vector relative to the center of the dipole. Yet there are some
di!erences close to the cell body as shown by the residual of

the measured and best-fit force dipole field (Fig. 1C). The
decays of the flow speed u with distance r from the center
of the cell body (Fig. 1D) illustrate that the measured flow
field displays the characteristic 1/r2 decay of a force dipole.
However, the force dipole flow significantly overestimates the
measured flow to the side of the cell body, and behind the
cell body, where the flow magnitude u(r) is nearly constant
for the length of the flagellar bundle. The force dipole fit was
achieved by fitting two opposite force monopoles (Stokeslets)
at variable locations along the swimming direction to the far
field (r > 8 µm). From the best fit, which is insensitive to
the specific fitting routines and fitting regions, we obtain the
dipole length ! = 1.9 µm and dipole force F = 0.42 pN. This
value of F is consistent with optical trap measurements [45]
and resistive force theory calculations [46]. It is interesting to
note that in the best fit, the cell drag Stokeslet is located 0.1
µm behind the center of the cell body, possibly reflecting the
fluid drag on the flagellar bundle.

Bacterial flow field near a surface. Having found that a force
dipole flow describes the measured flow around a bacterium
with good accuracy far from walls, we investigated whether
this approximation is also valid for bacteria that swim close to
a wall. Focusing 2 µm below the top of the sample chamber,
and applying the same measurement technique than before,
resulted in a slightly di!erent flow field (Fig. 1E). Although
the flow field structure is similar to the case of a bacterium far
from surfaces, the field decays much faster due to the proxim-
ity of a no-slip surface (Fig. 1H). In addition, the inward and
outward streamlines are now joined (Fig. 1E). However, both
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E.coli  (non-tumbling HCB 437)

Drescher, Dunkel, Ganguly, Cisneros, Goldstein (2011) PNASFig. 1. Average flow field created by a single freely-swimming bacterium. (A) Experimentally measured flow field far from a surface. Stream lines indicate local direction of
flow. (B) Best fit force-dipole model, and (C) residual flow field, obtained by subtracting the best-fit dipole from the experimentally measured field. The presence of the flagella
induces a anterior-posterior asymmetry. (D) Radial decay of the flow field. At distances r < 6 µm the dipole model overestimates the bacterial flow field. (E) Experimentally
measured flow field for a bacterium near to the surface swimming at distance 2 µm parallel to the wall. (F) Best fit force-dipole model, and (G) residual flow field. Note the
existence of closed stream lines due to the presence of the wall. (H) The flow field of an E. coli “pusher” decays much faster, when a bacterium swims close to the surface,
since it is partially cancelled by the flow field of its “puller” image.

Results
Bacterial flow field far from surfaces.To resolve the minis-
cule flow field created by individual bacteria, we tracked gfp-
labeled, non-tumbling E. coli as they swam through a suspen-
sion of fluorescent tracer particles. For measurements far from
walls, we focused on a plane 50 µm from the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample chamber, and recorded !2 terabytes of
movie data. In this data we identified !104 rare events when
cells swam in the focal plane for > 1.5 s. By tracking the
fluid tracers in each of the rare events, relating their position
and velocity to the position and orientation of the bacterium,
and performing an ensemble average over all tracers, we re-
solved the time-averaged flow field in the E. coli swimming
plane down to 0.1% of the mean swimming speed V0 = 22± 5
µm/s. As E. coli rotate about their swimming direction, their
time-averaged flow field in three dimensions is cylindrically
symmetric. Our measurements capture all components of this
cylindrically symmetric flow, except the azimuthal flow due to
the rotation of the cell about its body axis. The topology of
the measured flow field (Fig. 1A) is the same as that of a
force dipole flow (Fig. 1B), defined by
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where F is the dipole force, ! the distance separating the force
pair, # the viscosity of the fluid, d̂ the unit orientation vector
(swimming direction) of the bacterium, and r the distance
vector relative to the center of the dipole. Yet there are some
di!erences close to the cell body as shown by the residual of

the measured and best-fit force dipole field (Fig. 1C). The
decays of the flow speed u with distance r from the center
of the cell body (Fig. 1D) illustrate that the measured flow
field displays the characteristic 1/r2 decay of a force dipole.
However, the force dipole flow significantly overestimates the
measured flow to the side of the cell body, and behind the
cell body, where the flow magnitude u(r) is nearly constant
for the length of the flagellar bundle. The force dipole fit was
achieved by fitting two opposite force monopoles (Stokeslets)
at variable locations along the swimming direction to the far
field (r > 8 µm). From the best fit, which is insensitive to
the specific fitting routines and fitting regions, we obtain the
dipole length ! = 1.9 µm and dipole force F = 0.42 pN. This
value of F is consistent with optical trap measurements [45]
and resistive force theory calculations [46]. It is interesting to
note that in the best fit, the cell drag Stokeslet is located 0.1
µm behind the center of the cell body, possibly reflecting the
fluid drag on the flagellar bundle.

Bacterial flow field near a surface. Having found that a force
dipole flow describes the measured flow around a bacterium
with good accuracy far from walls, we investigated whether
this approximation is also valid for bacteria that swim close to
a wall. Focusing 2 µm below the top of the sample chamber,
and applying the same measurement technique than before,
resulted in a slightly di!erent flow field (Fig. 1E). Although
the flow field structure is similar to the case of a bacterium far
from surfaces, the field decays much faster due to the proxim-
ity of a no-slip surface (Fig. 1H). In addition, the inward and
outward streamlines are now joined (Fig. 1E). However, both
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Chlamydomonas

size ~ 20µm 
speed ~ 100µm/s

beat frequency ~30 Hz

flow may be important [30]. We are currently investigating
whether similar conclusions hold for the flow field around
bacteria, the prototypical ‘‘pusher’’ microorganisms.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Time- and azimuthally-averaged flow field of C. reinhardtii. (a) Streamlines (red [medium gray]) computed
from velocity vectors (blue [dark gray]). The spiraling near elliptic points is an artifact of the direct integration of a noisy experimental
velocity field. A color scheme indicates flow speed magnitudes. (b) Streamlines of the azimuthally-averaged flow of the three-Stokeslet
model: flagellar thrust is distributed among two Stokeslets placed (not fitted) at the approximate flagellar position (lateral green
arrows), whose sum balances drag on the cell body (central red arrow). (c) Decay of ku!r"k for the three directions indicated by
separate colors in the inset, compared to results from the three-Stokeslet model (dashed lines).
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